
From Horses 
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Presentation Notes
This is my story of feeding the world with the best of the best grains.I never saw that fancy harness on horses. Our horses were work beasts! My job as a kid was to walk alongside the horses during haying with a Saskatoon  branch about 10 ft. long and scare off the horse flies that have a mean bite. Horses I never trusted and they can kick hard with any leg. Lucky was the farmer who had a team of matched animals in temperament and strength. However in somewhat a weak defence of horses they did have a good form of early GPS they could follow a path or furrow on their own and they certainly knew how to go home on their own, even in a blizzard.  If I would have had to use horses as power I would have gone flying! Thank goodness for Diesel power and I speak for all.  Horses pretty well were gone by the ‘50’sMarquis was the wheat of choice in these days. Red Fife had been replaced years ago.Lots of steel wheels about and maybe a dozen poor rubber tires always flat and waiting to be fixed.



To GPS 
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Now you see modern farming in the extreme and that’s a combine cab and I count  8 different screens plus there will be easily a dozen more gauges and a fist full of controls .That’s like fancy airplane flight deck.  Ones eyes should be outside for the most part and not to glued to those screens. I have a friend who had a rig like that, in the tired part of the day or late afternoon, his operator picked up a lost till now cultivator shank- a piece of curved steel 3 ft long- seconds later a working machine was a piece of junk  that needed $70,000.00 of repairs.  Fires however are the biggest threat to modern machines and in a few minutes a fire will make a combine  unrecognizable, even the paint will be go up in smoke. The development of Ag GPS has taken about 10 years and was expensive.  The globe on top of the cab is about $4000 and needs updates from time to time. We are talking to satellites with this.  The aerials are roof mounded for reception but problems arose.  In hilly terrain the cabtop and the receiver can be up to 2 ft’ over from centre because of tipping, strips were created while seeding so leveling devices had to be added within the globe . This equipment runs tractors and sprayers within 2 inches of  exactly where you wish to be. What we’re seeing here is the start of data gathering for variable rate fertilizing and seeding. The yield map of this field ends up controlling the seeding equipment on this field next spring.  You can’t imagine how valuable this data is. The harvest data like yields are sent to a centre and this data is used to market the crop and not always to the farmers benefit, the data can end up in the hands of anyone. It certainly sets market prices.  There is a battle brewing about who owns this data and if the owners should be paid. My bet farmers or the generators of this information will see little money. 
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So the story today is about a mystical farm called 3V in north-eastner Alberta. East of Edmonton are 3 towns Vegreville-Vermilion-Viking and forming a triangle  of about 40 miles between towns and within is 3V Farms. So about this time in the mid ‘60 the worn and spent pioneers  and WW2 vet  were calling it quits. Our friend Eddie  and a few others like him went against the grain of common wisdom and decided  to farm and were viewed as foolish, very foolish. One of the classes in college, the instructor looked us over. There were 70 students. He informed us that only 4 of us would be farmers. We were shocked.The Colleges and Universities were strong on Ag, the beginning farmer was promised little to start up and money certainly didn’t come looking for the beginner either.  But the education was basic, good and  promised  a living.   Thatcher was the common variety and one got about 35bu/a and  Eddie had about 32 rubber tire on the farm. Looking back things were simple but in ‘65 everyday was a make or break day.It was about this time or a tad later girls entered Eddie’s life. Most of the farm girls Eddie knew wanted nothing to do with farming, they had their share of cattle, pigs, milk cows, and mud to last a lifetime. The chase was on, it involved drinking hellish volumes of beer, going to dances, attempting to act sane and show how attract the perfect mate. Eddie was able to find a wife who was a nurse. Her off-farm income proved to be rather handy and frequently she was the glue that held the farm together.  This was Eddie’s first encounter with off-farm income.
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Eddie started farming in 1965. The cost for Eddies first quarter of land was $6000.Eddies girlfriend at the time, and now wife, couldn’t believe a quarter of land, a tractor, or a combine or a new house were about the same price.  As the machinery grew so did the land base, the limiting factor was as always  labor and money, the boundary never to be crossed as is today  is weather, the whole game has to be done from May to mid October or about 165 days. And that is with grain drying equipment adding about 2 weeks. Growing season or from frost to frost about 120 days.  Seeding into snowbanks around the edges of fields in early May is common.  So the big green Grow button has been pushed to ON and the seeding equipment and its follow up army are in advance mode.  A 12 ft drill pushing hard on a good day would see 80 acres or half a quarter.  Two weeks and with God on your side maybe 1000 acres done. If the devil shows up in the form of stuck in a slough, rain or snow or machinery problems  or all of them  chose the date when you might be done seeding. Back then we all had cattle and branding and moving them easily took two days.  Farmers like horses also need a tad of rest 100 hour weeks can only go on for so long. Seeding is the high stakes gamble that has to match what can we harvest. A crop that has a birthday and still in the field next spring is a pain and worthless.      
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1980sWhat happened in the early ’80 was simple enough. Interest rates for us guys reached +20%. Paying the interest cost was rough paying down the principal was formidable.  What little fixed assets like land we had, started to fall in value so our securities at the bank became inadequate the banks became nervous very nervous and forced sales became common. The Western Producer Land for Sale Section became huge in whose years. My brother worked with the Farm Debt Review Agency- another off farm job!  All farms in trouble were the same.  Within months All liquid assets like cattle- grain- equipment gone and the bread-earner was gone to usually driving a rig for someone. The wife and kid were the only ones at home - not even a dog around. The orders Out you go! And you ain’t coming back!  Lots of crying. To this day I know of my full share of land refugees. They still are bitter- very bitter! Suicides entered into conversation – I know of 3  Emotions in all of us still burn! My age group had our version of the Great Depression of the –’20’s. With a good wife families that held together after a bit started to stir. Lots of big names where added to the roster of bankruptcy- Massey Ferguson being one. Some one had to farm and feel like feeding the world. So we restarted and that is the expansion we have today.  Katepawa and Neepwa were the wheat varieties of the day and about a 100 rubber tires make the farm go and keeping things rolling when needed  is starting to become a never ending chore of wrenches and air-compressors. The weight of the hand tools and small wrenches on our farm will weigh over 200 lbs. Guys like us have a way of guessing weights. A cubic foot of steel is about 500 lbs. The total weight of tools all around us including welders etc is over a ton.
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We left the 1980s shell shocked And we had started to act like our parents who had made it through the depression. We were survivors – having made it through the 1980s We started buying machinery because machinery was 20 years oldBuying land because there was land on the market and someone had to farm it. It was a time of growing, cautiously.This fine rig which I bought in’84 was a steal. In an Ag. financial crisis everyone in the food chain suffers.  Dealerships suffer terribly, it’s truly feast  and long shots of struggle for them.. The above rig in good times commanded about $70’000 but a fire sale caused this tractor to find a home for $37,000 and so the tale of dealerships.  The above Steiger is about 350 HP which is a common power requirement in the West for field crop farming and will pull about 50 feet of implement.  7-8000 hour and usually they are traded off.  With TLC this rig made 14000hours and someone will gladly pay about $20,000.  One of the reasons this vintage tractor is in demand no computers on board making it-Idiot proof and that  is worth a lot.It’s the ton of tools that kept this rig running and added 7000 hours. A modern replacement for that old Steiger is about $450,000.00 and will have minimum 3 onboard computers that the average Eddie can’t repair , a well trained  service technician  at about $160.00/hr. will spend a few hours making magic so it will run.  The repair bill will be always +$1000 or more, never less.  A super mean item has been added to all modern diesels found in tractors, combines, swathers and trucks is DEF. As of the past couple of years California has influenced decision makers to implement a process to get rid of the smoke. It is called DEF-diesel exhaust fluid and it’s basically household ammonia injected into the exhaust. However, no one consulted farmers in the Prairie provinces. DEF is expensive and it freezes at -7 degrees Celsius. So half the year we can’t use it.  This is one more example of an add on that the farmers must comply with that erodes our bottom line and our ability to work. 
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With land comes the battle zone.  Crops and weeds!! Each and everyone of us in crop production from farmer to salesman to grain merchants should be fully versed in weed control. Hugh Beckie comes to mind.  Weed control is the where the money gets spent on 3V and usually about  $100,000.00 / year. Everyone in the grain chain wants a super clean truck loads from start to finish.  We are starting to over do things a bit with the sprayer by having as of now about 23 different weeds immune to  available chemistry. and now weed  resistance has to be overcome by complex mixtures and that is a stop gap measure at best.  Its not at all uncommon for a field to get sprayed 4-5 times per growing season. The huge self-propelled rigs can get up to 800hours per season which is way more than any tractor and cultivator put on cultivating.  It’s not just weeds that see the sprayer, leaf diseases, stem and head diseases all sprayed.  An easy way to ensure straight-cutting of the cereals for harvest is a shot of dessicant to ensure uniformity of no green patches of crop or weeds and this gives better long term storage of grain. We are living in a spray lots era. Some of our grain diseases are deadly. FHB being one of the worst. Field crop agriculture in the west is highly dependent on livestock. They have a genuine purpose out here. We can’t live without livestock and we have grains that poison them. I know you before me are flat out working on this and this is appreciated but hurry please.As farmers there are a few things we should be doing and haven’t. Get cultivating and blacken up some ground, then seed. In fact start cultivating in the fall, the sun and the elements will purge a lot of disease. Eddie hasn’t drifted back to the cultivator yet but is seriously thinking about it. The cost of the sprayer is rattling him and the cost of dumping low quality grain at the elevator is ego destroying and the banker and accountants are nagging poor Eddie. The best part of cultivation is having the “old soil incorporated herbicides” do the work.  We should take a lesson from the wives. They demand a blackened garden in May. Rarely do they have a failure.
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In 1990s there was the introduction of a new player on the block.Hybrid-GMO Canolas  came into the market and the canola industry went from seed growers to corporate control within 2-3 yearsAnother element was the introduction of zero till.  Eddie had reservation about zero- till when the theory gained traction back then but Eddie endorsed zero-till. And there was the introduction of good new equipment such as air seeders. Seeding into standing stubble, and this brought around the need for GPS. How does one see where to drive when seeding in a field of virtually untouched stubble, during the day its very hard and at night impossible.So started up to 5 operations of spraying per field including pre-burnoff. Cultivators were backed into bushes and fence lines.  15 years later or now, Cultivators are starting to be part of the farming system again.  Carbon storage schemes pay a tad to farmers to keep junk (and that is what it is) on the soil but one has to wonder if it worthwhile $$ wise.Harvest- the wheat is grown these years  and about 2oo tire need attention on the farm



Picture from Martin 
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These photos are in here for an important reason. More off-farm earned money. We see loads like this every day of the week about 6-10 loads a day going down highway 36 on the road to Fort McMurray. The heaviest being 600 tons The camps that house these workers are about 6000-8000 people in size. All this iron is going into the heavy oil sands area. They guys make about $160,000-$200,000 per year and we as farmers are expected to somewhat keep up. Farm help is a serious problem.
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This is all chained up likely 2-4 rigs behind to push up hills and are necessary to break going downhill. The 797 – I think it is called – weighs 400 tons and can carry 400 tons. It came in pieces 13 highway loads, it never saw itself until assembly. It cam from all parts of the world.6 weeks to assemble and 50 people involved.
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When I hear all the talk,  and that’s how lots of us view it, cheap talk, about wheat yields going up way up certainly to 100bu., some of us  start to worry.  We have a problem, actually several but at this stage I wish to mention transportation. We are still suffering from a very good 2013, and 2014 or past season was rather OK too.  Backlog comes to mind.   What hasn’t kept pace is transportation- how are we going to move all this increase of grains. The rails in fact run nearly the same as they did 100 years ago.. We have never said we couldn’t grow more in fact you  people are the one who have delivered splendidly. Quality first then yield has worked so far. To solve this grain movement  problem we need an easy way to salt water. We are going to need one set of tracks always going east and a new track always westbound and as much as possible gently going downhill. Get that settled and likely to Prince Rupert  and now we can talk  about  unbridled  bushels/ acre.  Australia has over a dozen salt water ports that we shall never have. We should never be paying demurrage.  Now about 320 tires and Coleman will be the wheat of choice.
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The farms and the machinery to work the farms have gotten bigger than ever before. Prices have gotten out of hand if the returns from farming are involved.  What has happened is inflation of land price is covering our securities. The banks make their loans on a positive. Good grain returns have certainly abetted this upward spiral.Combines and tractors have become a ½ million dollars.Land is a  ½ million dollars per quarter Ellen’s statement house, quarter, tractor and combine have managed to stay the same they are all only about a ½ million each Everyone likes harvest time. I’ll tell you a story.This photo is what one will see in the fields this fall. From left to right.  Usually a yellow header -Trade name HoneyBee- cutting equipment-  developed in Sask. Is about $100,000.00.  The green combine - John Deere-is purchased usually without a table or header cost $500,000.00. On top of the cab of the combine will be some GPS aerials this will be a $15000,00 touch.  The white truck known as a  highway-tractor and there’s no sleeper on this rig if lots of horsepower is about $150,000.00.  The trailers- Super-Bee’s or 5 axles on the ground $100,000.00. Strange to see but in this photo windrowed straw- this guy might be involved with cattle so a $65000.00 baler with a $150,000,00 tractor and loader.  Getting the bales into the feed yard about $10.00/bale and the straw might yield $10.00/bale.  Nice set up and I would think there is likely another combine involved.  Over at the granaries  and they run about $3.00/bu for a 20,000 bu. or$60000.00 bin flat floor cement or about $4.50/bu for hoppered bin or about $90,000.00, and the hoppers will have footings of gravel or cement a quess $5000.00  There is a $30,000.00- 80’X 13” or 16” diameter auger is powered by a 150 horsepower tractor usually a tad old but about $50,000.00.for unloading the truck and this has to happen within about 5 minutes, the combine is full within 15minutes stopping the threshing on a hot day is something that just doesn’t happen!  Within the modern bins will be temperature monitoring electronics of $,3000.00 usually connected to his smart phone and set to alert if heating should occur and heating and spoilage is a real and constant real every farmer worries about everyday.  There will be a ladder some place close at hand to monitor the electronic- this is done by climbing up to the top smelling  and sticking in a steel 12foot rod in the grain. Spoilage does happen all to often.  Back to the combines these rigs need to be emptied every 10-15 minutes usually on the go so we shall end up with about 20,000 bushels sometime tonight. Some guys run a field hopper or graincart if the ground is soft hopper about $30,000.00 and 200HP powershift tractor about $175000.00.Three to four people well versed in handling this equipment minimum +$30.00/hr.  500 gallons of diesel will be blown our the exhaust pipe  the combines are about 5-600 HP apiece.  About 2 hours a day to service up in the morning 10-16 hrs is a good working day.  A welcome break at the end of the day for dinner is what keeps  deadly accidents from happening.  People first then machinery all will be needed tomorrow. Now for costs- The above rig will harvest 10,000 bushels today



Input costs described by Statistics Canada include: building and machinery 
expenses, amortization on machinery expense, fuel expense, seed, chemical 
and fertilizer expense. 
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On Saturday, A customer and his wife, Joan showed up for some seed. Joan works for John Deere. 50% of the air seeders, combines, headers, balers and some large tractors in their area are leased or rented. That helps explain the huge number of rigs one sees parked in dealership lots. It’s an expensive way of doing business but they do not have the available resources to purchase.In the 3V area, farmers are paying between $150/day and $1000/day in interest costs.



3V Farms Ltd.  
Statement of Income 
For the years ended Dec. 31, 2010 - 2013 

Revenue 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Grain & Canola                988,116               1,053,719               1,085,759               1,027,051  

Expenses 

Chemical                  44,444                   51,815                   65,514                   78,095  
Fertilizer               144,792                186,139                225,591                197,620  
Seed                  42,412                   41,824                   75,798                   72,008  
Fuel                  34,367                   38,271                   51,263                   55,635  
Repairs & Maintenance                  28,896                     42,323                     45,856                     57,807  

              294,911  
 
               360,372                464,021                461,165  

Other expenses               355,395                481,505                403,071                436,480  

Net income before taxes               337,811                  211,842                  218,667                  129,405  

Seeded acres:                    3,368                     3,477                     3,551                     3,714  
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This financial statement is straightforward.  Most farmers see eight or more pages regarding the financial affairs for the business from their accountant.  I wish to mention the numbers are not of an actual operation but rather Wilde & Company’s version of an average operation and there are many farms of this size in Western Canada.  The items in other expenses include: depreciation, rent/leases, utilities, land taxes, wages and benefits/taxes for employees, and insurance.The net income before taxes of $129,400 is going to get very small in a few seconds.  $35,000 will go to income tax of the farmer. So there is about $95,000 left over.  Cost of living for a family of five can vary greatly but we shall use $85,000 (which we’d put down as the equivalent of a salary) realizing that kids in skating and hockey don’t come free.  $10,000 is what is left from our $1,000,000 operation.  This means your margins are 1% for your 3V Farms. In farming, margins are usually 1-2%. Keep in mind, most businesses operate anywhere from 5-20% margins. So one can see where the $80 billion debt in agriculture comes from.
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It’s rather self explanatory and it makes a fellow like me mad. In about 1983, the expenses started to climb and the income started to climb. Someone certainly made sure that the farmer’s net income (bottom solid line) has stayed constant. This has been engineered. I have to ask at this stage, when I am around a bunch of wheat breeders – how will Wheat be able to follow the Canola model? – which many hope to have. Where is the cash going to come from to pay for this expensive endeavor?
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Now about off farm income and it’s a huge component of farming. It keeps the wheels turning.
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As for me, I thought I knew the Western Grain Industry. Tom Fetch you have opened my eyes to more. Thank you for that. 
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Thank you to Dr. Brian for the beer.For the most part farmers are a happy optimistic group who soldier on. We supply the best of the best grains and enjoy feeding the world. We appreciate your efforts.
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